Never Did the Time
Will Hudson Duster Return to Troy?

by Dom LoPorto

The Guccie Times does not know the whole story about the murder at the former Hudson Duster in Troy some 10 years ago, but we assume it was real. Was anyone convicted? Did he ever do time? Did the Mob get him out of prison? And the biggest question is: is he coming back for Robinson?

The Hudson Duster, like Bombers, knows well that Jim is going to box Ciro, and he doesn’t like it. As a homicidal maniac, the Hudson Duster does not want to come out in the light and box Jim in the ring. He wants to get Jim on the street when he misses his bus at night. ‘Cause they’ve been keeping an eye on him. But Jim says, “I’m not worried about it. I think he fears my gun. Nothing ever happens to me when I go out. I’ve got too many secret friends.”

The Guccie Times assumes that the Troy Police knew both suspects in the fight at Hudson Duster that night—that they were both no good thugs and Mob boeys. So the TPD let one kill the other. They insisted anyway. They have to have their cool bar fight for the girls, but none of the girls ever liked them except for the ones that were forced to.

We here at the Guccie Times take full responsibility for what we say in our newsletter and on the site. Stop blaming Robinson. He’s just an investigator here. He is under constant surveillance by Cal, myself and Jim2, and you are not going to get to his social environment. We assume the Hudson Duster has been to Savoy already because the TPD leaked it that Jim was thrown out. But Jim offered his services there and he was rejected. He won’t be back unless a delegate makes friends with him on the street.

Nobody wants trouble at Blue 82, and Robinson is not going there for that reason. He is only trying to make gain with the Gambino, especially Judas the rebel and “the most difficult,” as Mr. Guccione says. We assume Blue 82 will not welcome Robinson back, and he has burned that bridge, but that is quite ok. Robinson is welcome in many other community establishments.

Robinson has a way to go with his kickboxing before he is ready for a fight. Remember, even though most of us here at the Guccie Times are 20-30 year old entrepreneur men, both Robinson and Guccione are 50. But Robinson says, “Jezebel from DiCarlo’s will take care of that. And I never even have to go back there. She will come to me on Lark.”

Hudson Duster doesn’t like to hear these things, and it really makes him angry. He can’t control his emotions anyway. It’s not a Romantic. He’s a homicidal maniac.
DA Abelove Unknowingly Exposes Troy Mob Racket Proving His Innocence
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

There is a current Mob racket building in the city of Troy raised up against its legal enforcement, care takers and judicial branch concerning the free speech of the Guccie Times. This racket will precede the return of Hudson Duster (see cover story). Here is what Mr. Guccione said about it:

“The Mob came to Troy with a Romantic to kill Jim Robinson for his bold statements against porn hubs, strip houses and other vices in his Capital District. The mistake they made is that I told him what to say. They didn’t come after Jim, they came after me. We all knew ahead of time what they were going to do because the Gambino history repeats itself.”

The Mob says that Robinson is risking a violation of his probation simply by wanting to pay Susan’s bail and even his desire to be at her court hearings. That is the stupidity of the Mob as it is expressed in the cop slavemart. The Mob makes itself obvious to a community armed with concealed firearms. That doesn’t just happen in the south.

Here is the Romantic: Susan, Robinson’s Christian friend, betrays him and burglarizes his home then spends $13,000 of his money that SEFCU has to return. That was a provisional repayment by SEFCU. Once Susan is found guilty, she is then responsible to pay Robinson his money back and SEFCU will take Robinson’s savings of about 3 years of hard work. That was not SSDI money. But Susan does not have the money to pay Jim back, so Jim becomes poor again. In the process, the Mob threatened several other of Jim’s friends knowing not that they were already under the protective custody of a community that could not betray itself because they were all real born-again Christians. Susan was threatened to be tortured by the Mob if she said anything at all about he Romantic. She was told that Robinson gave her permission to use the card. The Mob, being servants of Satan, as expressed through their LaVey slaves, would find it impossible to break the community bond of the upstate region. The Mob would then discover it had no power here, but it had to contain everything to a NYC ghetto.

The Guccie Times wants to publicly apologize for its allegations against Mr. DA Abelove et al as this is a case that goes far beyond the court system. Now that Good Bob has taken note of it, it is unlikely that any of Jim’s friends, who stood with him during his illness, would be harmed. Not even a hair on their head. And the Mob would be subsequently driven out of the capital Region.

It is also likely that Jim will get his .45 and his apartment at the Conservatory soone, sooner than we thought. Because the Hudson Duster is on the move...

The Sicilian UZI Fully-Auto Apollyon’s 5,000 Year-Old Baby?
by Jim Guccione 2, Staff Journalist

“It’s the greatest gun on the world,” said Mr. Guccione. Why is Jim so affiliated on the UZI? Arent there more proactive guns out there that other law enforcement insist on?

Jim has told us on various occasions that the general public is not yet ready for Guccione history. “You never listen to my Public Official, and you’re going to remain ignorant.” Robinson hit on a little of it in his literature, especially The War of Hades, a discontinued novel once published by The Book Patch. He often wondered if the publisher had not saved those files.

It is said by legend that the Gucciones survived the flood of the KJV Old Testament, and the blood was never severed.

Before the War of Hades in Heaven, Lucifer and Apollyon developed a master plan to conquer mankind on the earth using Lucifer’s discreet knowledge of plants, animals and the human body as given to him by God to be a steward for man. Apollyon, on the other hand, was given knowledge of objects and engineering as they could be made by the angels hands or construction devices. Together, Lucifer and Apollyon built a city called Hades which is a very close reproduction of Manhattan that God left in Heaven as a memorial to the remaining 2/3 angels of its former rebellion. But the two fallen angels possessed the souls of the Evil Guccione on earth in men and thus rebuilt Hades in the major cities of the world.

It can be extracted then that the UZI was the gun designed by Apollyon in Heaven and rebuilt here, along with e camera, some 5,000 years ago and never revealed to the common man until the past 100 years when the Industrial revolution took over the world. That’s where Lucifer gets all of his power from, the UZI and Camera.
Is Heaven a Planet?
False Prophets and Teachers Simply Do Not Know

by Jim Robinson, Investigator

Since I terminated The Soulwinner Newsletter and left off that site to work for Mr. Guccione, I have learned a great deal about human history. I can’t say that Jim and I always agree, but he calls it “comparative religions.” I tried to explain to him that being born again is not about Catholic religion, it is a matter of asking Christ to save you from Hell.

Regardless, Jim has opened my thinking to many new philosophies, some of which may be legends and some of which sound reasonable and can neither be proven nor disproven by the Bible. I’d like to give you one: the matter of Heaven.

The Bible never gives a definite description about a physical Heaven other that in Revelation 21-22, and some other places which refer to the Kingdom of God on earth, very often interchangeable with the Kingdom of Heaven where you go after you die. But Jim explains Heaven as a planet in another solar system, the two, Heaven and Earth being the only advanced life forms existing in the entire universe, contrary to George Lucas’ lie of a Star Wars. Secular Humanists have a stubborn rebellion against this, but that is typical of them to deny anything that is related to God and Jesus Christ.

Heaven has a dust much like the Earth, but its chemical compound is different; therefore, the angels, which were formed of the dust of Heaven are different than we are. They may be altogether the same except they do not have a functioning vessel (they do not reproduce) and they can become invisible. It may very well be that since their bodies, similar to ours are mostly water that the body evaporates into a mist them comes back together in solid form. Jim is not sure.

When the angels were formed as Adam and Eve expected to multiply and replenish the earth (Genesis 1:27-28). Certain angels, the archangels were given special knowledge, as I’ve said before. Apollyon was given the knowledge of engineering, and Lucifer, the greatest of the archangels was given all knowledge about nature and the body. But Lucifer was lifted up with pride and wanted to be like God. He then rebelled against God and used his knowledge to convince the other 1/3 of the angels to rebel also, including Apollyon. God had then raised up Gabriel who remained faithful to God to be an angel of engineering. But, together, Lucifer and Apollyon build Hades, a city just like Manhattan in Heaven to lure in the other angels with the temptation of the woman in drawings which Lucifer knew about that God had promised the angels if they prove themselves. God may have understood the concept of rebellion, but he did not understand rape and murder. He had to learn that from the rebellious Lucifer. Lucifer taught the angels how to rape the idol of the woman to get back at God and use rape as a bounty to convince God to give them their way. God then raised up Michael the Archangel to war to destroy the body of the 1/3 angels, but God had designed their souls to live forever.

In Robinson’s abandoned book The War of Hades, he describes Heaven as a planet where Apollyon had built Hades—a preliminary of Manhattan, the “New Jerusalem.” Lucifer, being impatient for the woman that God promised the Angels, drew pictures of her and raised up a rebellion in Hades of 1/3 of the Angels with her idol with which rape was taught.

God never thought they would rebel. God is too good to understand that—He had to learn things from his creation. Although Lucifer in Heaven never murdered another angel, God learned murder from Cain on the earth.

When the bodies of the angels were destroyed, their souls fell from Heaven, and passed through outer space from the Planet of Heaven to the Planet of Earth and remained as spirits in the air until they found man to possess. Any man could take a fallen angel spirit which later became the soul of the angel, and one angel could manifest himself in many other men.

The secular humanist denies any trace of angels because they rely on science. But science gave them a spaceship that blew up and nuclear bombs to destroy the whole earth, and aborted babies.
Sigmund Freud, Sexual Pervert Tools for the Aristocrat’s Sex Slave

by Dom LaPorto, Staff Journalist

When I went to college as a young man at the SUNY College at New Paltz, I took a few Psychology courses. One of the prominent people I studied was Sigmund Freud (upper right, center face). He was known for his psychoanalysis based on the id, ego, and superego. He said that the id was the child, the ego was the mediator and the superego was the rational one. The ego then mediated between the two so that the rational or the id could prevail in the person’s behavior. The only problem with this, when I studied it further, is that the id was considered our sex drive. Freud based everything he said on sex. Little did the world know that that sex was the fallen angel by the name of Sex.

What Freud actually did was equip the upper classes with a tool to overcome the minds of the poor who could only survive by going to a 9-5 job everyday. They did not have time for frivolous philosophies let alone be privy to a mind control based on Sex.

Today, the upper classes have succeeded at infiltrating our people with porn on the internet, sexually promiscuous common media, strip joints and porn hubs. Internet porn is easily accessible by anyone who simply keys in a porn jargon to google.

Google’s Cyber/Penal Code Crime Accessory to Murder on the Internet

by Cal Fedrani, Editor

Guccione legend has it that the internet would be the Beast of Revelation it the Last Days. It has proven to take that quality. Many parents are distraught as to what to do for their children’s safety with search engines pulling up abominations at the very whim of a keypad. Some of the worst atrocities among the human race can be found here. It presents a whole New Age culture to the children, adolescents and young adults who are just forming their minds for a lifetime of work and family.

It seems the legal society can not do anything about the free porn (some of it in the form of murder) and other vices on the internet, not to mention social media which can have a negative effect on its client. There are no laws that govern it. Neither state nor federal. Whereas at one time porn magazines were confined to an x-rating and only sold in condemned stores in the city (or even small popular shops like Stewarts), free porn on the internet is anarchy. The porn goes beyond nudity and involves criminal behavior as recorded on video. How come law enforcement can not stop it?

Google could not be reached for contact by The Guccie Times. We believe this is done deliberately as a smack in the face because google is conducting illegal activity. All Mr. Guccione said was, “Google’s CEO may be questioned. He has some explaining to do. He may wind up in the same hole as Easterbrook.” But The Guccie Times poses the question: does Google even have a CEO?
Planned Parenthood
The Freemason’s Genocide
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

In today’s wicked world, there are many organizations against the abortion genocide in America, including people who are unsaved and people who even hate God. They have enough sense to know that it is wrong. But despite their protest, abortion is still legal and it is a thriving industry among the medical upper class as a way of sacrificing the poor to Satan and establishing a slave kingdom.

The Freemasons are historically known for being secret agents of Satan, probably indirect disciples of Anton LaVey. They cover up their worship of Satan with a “white righteous” Pharisee, unlike the death metal head and black witch who blatantly display the garb of Satanism such as black color and skullheads. How does it work?

Allegedly, the bodies sacrificed (see Guccie Times Issue 19, p.2) while Black Sabbath Muse plays in the background for the witch, are used in forms of cannibalism. It is alleged that the judge, cop, lawyer and politician get her blood in their wine when they go to certain pubs. It is alleged the priests who openly sacrifice in a ritual much like the snuff films available to anyone for free on the internet, actually eat the body there. Whatever the case, it is a form of human sacrifice to appease Satan who comes in the form of the fallen angel Baal.

Abortion is a evidence that our government supports the sacrifice of human life to Satan, and they have convinced the innocent girl that everything is ok with an abortion. You want to blame the girl for murder, but you fail to see her circumstances.

It is typical for Pharisees not to see the innocence of the girl. They buy their homes in the suburbs and take middle class jobs in the city then run around criticizing the poor and working class, rearing them up in the court system with no sympathy for their slavery. The Pharisee, then, guilty for crimes as “the man at the top,” enjoys his pleasures and convinces all his peers of the Laodecian age that it is the fault of “white trash” and “niggers.” On the flip side of that coin, the ghetto sometimes creates its own misery.
When Are You Going to Grow Up?
Robinson Wasting Fiat on Utz Fire
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

“‘You really can’t eat the whole bag. They are too hot.’ This was Robinson’s quote when we asked him why he is found patronizing Hodgie corner stores for Utz Fire chips.

At a time when Robinson’s finances are in disarray due to an identity thief who took all his job savings, only to have it provisionally restored by SEFCU, he doesn’t have money for this. Robinson says, “Jim doesn’t pay me. I have to cover all of my own business expenses with my own retirement savings. But I have faith in him that he will use his publicity to get me purchases from the Fine Art America site and other commissioned work. I also have faith that XXXX will eventually let me take my sales trip to NYC, and furthermore that Willie will give me the mural job if he feels safe that Jim is not starting a racket there.”

Paul Gambino and His Kind are No Good
A Current Foot In Capital District, Mulberry Street
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

What you see on the top right is the historical mug of the Public Mafia Gambino that makes the rabbit trail for he 7-foot Romantic Gambino. Paul Gambino, the 7-footer allegedly responsible for stealing Mrs. Guccione 46 years ago and now seeking refuge in Jim Robinson, is going to make his way to the Capital District and Mulberry Street. This is the stomping grounds for Robinson’s art market. You will also see the 6-footer as is apparent in the Mob Racket currently rising up in Troy, NY over Robinson’s identity theft case.

The Gambino always comes before the Guccione. But Mulberry Street is ready for them. They want to know who they are. There is really nowhere they can go where they will not stand out like a sore thumb. And, ultimately, Jim Guccione wants his surveillance footage of them.

Paul Gambino became very comfortable in his armchair from 46 years ago, but recently the copy has awakened him. Paul has even considered opening more Hudson Dusters in the upstate region as well as new strip joints just to demonstrate his power over city officials who really do not want that trash in the Capital District. But don’t worry, we know how to handle strip joints and cop sons’ bars. This is not he big city; this is upstate cop.

After the liberation of Paul’s sex industry in Guccione Times Issue 14, Jim Guccione has long considered a new business in the restaurant industry, or perhaps a new building on 82nd street in Manhattan. Is he just trying to impress the girls?

Rest assured these things do not phase Robinson. Cal, Jim2 and I are always on him with our sights, paving his soul winner dog-runs both in the Capital District and in NYC. He actually feels very safe. And he’s no longer worried about Susan. There really isn’t any legal person in Troy who has the courage to persecute her now.
Is Jim Robinson Jim Guccione? How Far Can You Scam the Public?

by Cal Ferrari

The rise of The Guccione Times among the www.PDF downloads of the American people, as well as the sharing option, has given fuel to the controversy concerning the validity of this newspaper. It is really an underground publicaccone. We have no license for what we do, we are only practicing our freedom of speech as a hobby to investigate crime. Whether or not we can be backed by a militia force remains to be seen. No one has crossed us yet, even though people have been known to make a fool out of Robinson. But that is what he is here for. And every one of Robinson’s interactions are on record, to receive a recompense in the coming days.

There be some Lovey disciples who make a religious claim that Robinson is actually going to grow into a 7-foot Panther artist and become a greater threat to them than could possibly be imagined. Robinson says, “They misunderstand the meaning of the word grow. My muscles will get bigger and stronger, and I will become more loose and adept at the throw. But my skeleton is not going to grow. That is impossible. It is absurd to think that.”

Mr. Guccione says, “I do not see how anyone can believe that. No man has the ability to grow a foot. That only happens to children. We’ve spoken about this before.”

So, to answer the question on public record, no, Jim Robinson is not Jim Guccione. They are two separate men, not two separate consciousnesses. There is no god, nor magician, nor astrologist that can do such a thing. It takes a ridiculous child-like fool to believe something like that.

It has been reported in a past issue of the early Guccione Times that Robinson was allotted 5 minutes to do a profile sketch of Jim Guccione, and that he had actually had the honor of meeting him. But later on we discovered that the person in the sketch could have been a Judaite betrayer and was actually Bob’s son. Robinson says, “It may really have been Jim. I think he’s just preparing me for what’s ahead.” So, for all intensive purposes we have a portrait of Jim Guccione to go by.

We can not stop at Robinson, however. He’s not in all this by himself. A mafia does not function that way. There are staff members here at The Guccione Times, and we know also by a past article that Jim has other “Public Officials.”

We may never get past the mystery of Jim’s identity and what he has in store for Robinson. We can only hope the general public supports Robinson’s claims. Can they trust that Jim Guccione is actually against crime, or will he prove to be just another lying gangster? Only time will tell.
The Underground AnaBaptist 
Rears Its Head Within the False Religions 

by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

The only way the false religions could have a successful heresy is if some of their doctrine was truthful according to the KJV. The Underground Baptist maintained these truths in the heretical church and otherwise refused the false doctrines even though many other parishioners practiced them. Although the people never got the full doctrines of the Baptist, they did maintain some of the more important ones, and the AnaBaptist made sure the people were not involved with the abomination of the idol. This is what gave the Baptist a common denominator with all the other churches. For example, the Quar-an has many precepts in it about loving your brother, things that Jesus Popularly taught. Little do people know, however, that the Quar-an contains doctrines that teach a hate for Christians and thus the 10% of the Muslim population who are terrorists use that to justify their hate crimes against Americans. America is still considered a Christian nation generally by the Muslim.

The success of the Underground Baptist church is apparent in the similarity of doctrines between a vast array of different denominations. That’s why a Catholic can still be a born-again Christian even though he is not receiving the proper doctrines of the Baptist church.

Is Cal Ferarri Saved? 
Interrogation Reveals All 

by Jim Robinson, Investigator

During my new career with this newspaper, Mr. Guccione has had me under a lot of pressure. I have been interrogated and used as a pawn in a bigger chess game that could involve world powers. Regardless, I asked Mr. Guccione for permission to write this article using his famed “talk-to-text” program for an interview with its editor, Cal Ferrari for Mr. Guccione. Perhaps this interview can shine more light for the American people on the premise of the www newspaper.

JR: Mr. Ferarri, when did you first get involved with this newsletter?

CF: I got an email one day around 2016 from Mr. Guccione. He asked me if I wanted to join him in my fight against organized crime. And here I am.

JR: Did you know him prior to the email?

CF: Well, I had bits and pieces about him. I had heard a little about you, but I thought you were just suffering from mental illness and Jim Guccione didn’t exist.

JR: Did you know Dom LoPorto prior to the newsletter?

CF: I may have sparred with him at the Martial Arts Studio, but I am not sure because he uses aliases there. I didn’t really recognize him at the news center.

JR: So tell us, are you saved Cal?

CF: I have heard a great deal about your Soul Winner News. I studied comparative Religions at college.

JR: Your religious affiliation is important to The Guccie Times and the American people. I am going to ask you the final time: are you saved and born-again Christian?

CF: I’m leaving behind my works. This newspaper is an asset to society.

JR: I see. There are no further questions, Mr. Guccione.
The Bad Cop’s Pistol and Slavecuff
Militia for the Criminal Aristocrat

by Cal Fedrari, Editor

If you have been following the Guccie Times story about Robinson’s arrest and felony conviction of brandishing a toy gun outside of DiCarlo’s in Colonie, NY you would have developed the same kind of opinion about cops and judges as we have. But we have also learned that not all cops and judges are corrupt. If that were the case our country would already be a master-slave society.

It should be noted by the American people that there is some kind of force out there that is perpetuating the “Kingdom of Hell” as Robinson calls it. It is a psychology like Frued, a force like the cop gun and slavecuff and an aristocrat who is insisting on a slave market in America. It comes candy coated, not like the display of the black man to the white slave-buyer in the historical south. This is the flesh on the internet.

How do we know a bad cop with a slavecuff, the terror behind the leadership? Robinson hit on some of it with his Soulwinner Newsletter Issue 108, but we always have to be on the lookout for the behavior of criminals, including the white color crime of cops, judges, lawyers and politicians.

The Greatest US Document
The Mayflower Compact

by Jim Robinson, Investigator

When I was in grade school, not only did we learn about the Declaration of Independence, but we also learned about the Pilgrims who came here to America and landed at Plymouth Rock. What the public school did not teach, even back then, is that they came for religious freedom. They brought with them the purity of the 1611 King James Bible, the purity of the modest woman and an honest and upright testimony before God. It was this testimony that built our country and made it great.

Today, in the New Age of digital technology, we have lost our honor for the Pilgrim’s testimony. It was recorded in the greatest US document ever written, the Mayflower Compact.

Valentine’s Falls
Boagies Remains

by Cal Ferrati, Editor

The former Valentine’s Night Club of Albany was known for its Progressive, Death and Heavy Metal loud distorted guitars and screaming into the mike. It is a culture that comes from NYC, reminiscent of clubs like the former CBGB’s from the Bowery in lower Manhattan that made its way to the Capital District. Much of this music started as Punk Rock in the 1980’s with all of the Christian-defiant art that came with it.

Although Valentine’s “moved away” several years ago, its rival club, called Boagies, just off Madison Avenue in Albany, remains in its stead. Troy had its similar club as the Hudson Duster which closed down after a pipe murder there. “Hudson Duster was coming back anyway. We’re not provoking anything that was not going to happen. We’re just here to give the boogies some direction,” says Mr. Guccione.

The Potential White-Collar Crime of a Doctor Deliberate and Presumptuous Malpractice
by Cal Fedrari, Editor

The Guccie Times tries to approach these articles with tact because we do not want to create paranoia in the public. It must be understood that, like cops, not all doctors are bad or performing acts of terror on the poor and working class. But there must be a handful of them who do, perhaps the upper class disguised as middle classmen.

One of the greatest medical disciplines that are abused among the poor is psychiatry. The doctor often takes bribes from other city officials to overmedicate patients in an effort to establish a slave kingdom under the nose of the middle class, or so we seem to think. A good portion of the middle class knows exactly what these doctors do and live off of the abuse of the poor, raising them up with a stigma to be part of a degenerate underground of illegal drug abuse, sexual deviance, and the free-porn internet subculture.

The FBI, which should be responsible for bringing these criminal doctors to legal persecution shy away from this kind of investigation because their political ties with the upper class that abuse the poor for slavery. But the Guccie Times is dedicated to persecuting those doctors to the fullest extent of the law.

Medical Insurance Companies Selling Information Alleged Illegal Ties With Gotti’s Mob Threat
by Dom, LoPorto, Staff Journalist

Aggressive sales pitches to people’s cellphones have alleged to be a criminal deviance of the upper class. These sales people get information from ignorant consumers and they allegedly store it for sale to the Mob. The Mob then resells it to inform professionals who work with the underclasses to abuse them with a cop gun, slavecuff, and computer.

The Guccie Times would advise people to be careful about what kind of information they give over the phone and on the Internet. You should not give out your birthdate or your address if you can help it, and never give out your Social Security number. In the New Age, the digital technology would be abused by the owners of the means of production to control the underclasses using doctors, lawyers, judges and other professionals.

The general public worships the bad fias like Gotti because they serve the upper classes to present mob threats on the poor and working class, and sometimes the middle class, to give power to the wealthy. Do not be fooled by their sleek rich garb and toys. John Gotti was known for his mob threats and he is probably still alive and thriving in the big city. Life magazine told a lot of lies to appease a public that worship the evil mob. Many law enforcement agencies support and protect mobsters, contrary to their public vows.

It is alleged that mob kingpins like the “late” John Gotti were buying information collected by professional organizations from the poor and working class. The information was later allegedly sold to professionals for the abuse of the abuse the medical care of the underclasses.
The African-American Born Again Christian
And Evil Bob’s New Strand of Ebola Virus

By Jim Robinson, Investigator

Back in around 2012, Jim told me to warn the Negroid elders of Albany’s Quail Street about the Ebola virus but they just mocked me. They refused to refund the $2,500 cash robbed from me in Manhattan by two Maloti men, probably under the instruction of Farrakhan. (Guccie Times issue 14, p4).

Jim Guccione said, “It was necessary for the antichrist to pour the first strand of the Ebola Virus in the drinking water and have it expand in the water first, then collect the blood of the victims, before he could perfect the strand. The next strand will probably only effect the Negroid race, much like Sickle Cell Anemia.”

Although the Guccione Times does have concern for the African American citizen who choses to follow the civil law and live comfortably with the white, especially those of whom are born again Christians, we really have no concern for the “nigger.” This is the savage black who is responsible for the raping of the white plantation-owner’s daughters in the historical south. This was the reason why they were lynched. But then there were false accusations also made against the Negroid who were lynched. This is just like there were false accusations made against the 100,000,000 white martyrs who died in the Dark Ages.

Robinson says, “I always get along with black people, Jim doesn’t. He knows things about the races that I don’t.”

There is really nothing we can do about Evil Bob’s vials but to warn the public, as did Robinson repeatedly. We can not prevent the new Ebola from effecting the good blacks even if it is only contained to the Negroid’s DNA. Medical researchers will never figure it out, just like the FBI will never figure out Mob sociology. The antichrist has the power of Lucifer who was given knowledge of the human body by God. That knowledge trumps all of man’s measly science. In the eyes of the antichrist,
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The Guccie UZI
And Robinson’s Apollyon
by Cal Ferrari, Editor

At this point in time, the Guccie Times has made the American people aware of Robinson’s potential as a bounty hunter. He is adept at the art of the human body, “an asset to my hunting” he says (see Hogarth’s Anatomy). But he’s missing one thing, The UZI. He says he’s got the Apollyon now.

After years of getting thrown out of pubs and restaurants, even throwing himself out, he has earned the respect of the merchant community, places where people generally socialize. “I believe my enemy is a very social person. He needs that to clear his conscious so he can handle cops and undercovers. But he won’t get past me.”

We are hoping for the support of the community with Robinson’s UZI. He says he really doesn’t want the patrol officer’s .45 to start with. He wants to go straight to the honor of the UZI.

Evil Cops Allegedly Release Lark Street Savages
by Cal Ferrari

This is the kind of article that I have to be careful with. We are not trying to stir paranoia in the public. But, according to Robinson, we are in fact trying to catch a maniac. He feels there are tell tale signs of the presence of an LaVey in Albany, the state’s capital. Although we are trying to back him on this, we have no proof such a man exists.

“I’ve seen this pattern of behavior before on Lark Street and South Pearl. It was what I was witnessing just before the alleged Jezebel sacrifice on October 31, 2012. Nobody would listen to me then. If you think that kind of thing doesn’t happen in Albany you better think again. Unless It’s just a type of NYC. It happens as malpractice at the Albany Med Center and CDPC. Then you get a chamber somewhere like Valentine’s, and you get the Freemason sacrifice so all of the white collar criminals get Jezebel’s blood in their wine with restaurant necromancy.”
What Is the AntiChrist’s Apocathary?
5-Thousand-Year-Old Genetic Mutations
By Jim Robinson, Investigator

I have had several discussions with Jim Guccione over the cellphone about religious issues and what he calls Guccione History. The history of his blood has posed many legends—a story which may or may not be true. This one in particular is of interest to a wide variety of people: the matter of historical genetic mutations.

In a previous article, I mentioned the legend about he uzi and the camera, that they may have been around for thousands of years, but they were just not made available to the common society. The camera may have been used by Apollonites to build cities in ancient times, unknown to the regular person. The matter of genetic mutations goes back that far also.

A blood mutation may have been created by tampering with DNA using blood injections. A mutation is physically induced by a doctor and backed by psychology, such as an amputation. Over time, the victim’s blood will reflect that amputation, usually made apparent in the eye’s iris. The collected blood is then injected into a fetus, usually of a poor person, secretly in a hospital setting. Diseases like muscular dystrophy and multiple sclerosis may result as the blood is passed own from one generation to another by the father. The gene for multiple sclerosis then develops as part of the DNA.

This same process may have ben used to produce mental illness in the blood. It becomes what is called apocathary to the Evil Guccione—the mutation of the blood, differing from apocathary—the organization of medications. This apocathary then becomes the tool of tyranny for the Anti-christ in the Last Days.

The Antichrist produced vials based in apocathary that only effect certain bloodlines of men as studied by Lucifarians over the past 5,000 years with a technology not available to the common man. The Antichrist can then genocide a whole bloodline, but the virus never effects the Guccione blood. This was Bad Bob’s tradeoff with Lucifer.

Utz Logo Causes Controversy
Can’t Tell Whether She’s Sicilian or Italian
By Cal Ferrari, Editor

Utz products are enjoyed by many people, especially city dwellers who stop by the corner store for a snack. The Utz logo, however, may be a source of controversy. The rounded head and rosy cheeks disguise the little girl from her true nationality.

Jim Guccione said, “It appears that the Utz industry sidetracked the public, or at least sidetracked those who had bad intent.”

But when we set out into the crowd, a little African girl from Brooklyn said, “Doesn’t matter. I like Utz chips anyway, especially the fire ones.”
Judge McDonough and Officer Murphy Cleared
Due Process of Law
By Dom LaPorto, Staff Journalist

On July 15, 2017 at approximately 8:20 pm, Jim Robinson pulled a toy CO2 pistol about a block away from DiCarlo’s Gentlemen’s Club on Central Ave and Kraft Ave in Colonie, NY and shot off a pellet, then he returned the toy back to a concealed holster. As a result, he was arrested by several Colonie Police officers with Officer Murphy being his chief arresting officer. He spent 2.5 months in the Albany County Correctional Facility and was convicted by a Plea Bargain by Judge Roger McDonough in Albany County Court. He accepted a 5-year probation sentence, and he is currently serving that sentence.

When we asked Jim why he pulled the air gun, here is what he said: “I was trying to show courage for Jezebel, the sex-slave stripper at DiCarlo’s, that if it was ever necessary I would pull the gun to protect her. It was my love for Jezebel insomuch that if she ever came to me on her own free will I would marry her.”

Since Jim’s release, The Guccie Times has published numerous articles in objection to Murphy’s arrest and McDonough’s conviction. Murphy had put the right cuff so tight that Jim thought he lost his drawing hand and it would never be the same (but it came back about 2 months later). And we felt that McDonough’s conviction was a liability because it was “Possession of a Weapon.” Jim never used the toy gun as a weapon.

We hope to clarify the confusion surrounding this case with this one final article. Jim Guccione has given orders to close the case and clear McDonough and Murphy of any wrongdoing. We do then apologize for the bad press, but the rule here is not to delete article unless it involves a loved one.

The Lost Books
Robinson’s Mistakes
by Cal Ferrarri, Editor

Jim Robinson has had an interest in art and writing for most of his life stemming from a creative childhood with music and art. In the past 10 years, he has produced a few volumes of work that were never permanently published but came from a span of efforts to fight organized crime.

In 2003, before Jim had access to a powerful computer, he produced The Silent Hunter on his limited desktop. This book was an outline of his plans to pursue bounty hunting. He submitted it to the FBI Fieldhouse in Albany, NY with his SS number, and nothing more became of it.

In the last 4 years, Jim produced a series of short stories with illustrated covers that he featured on his former site cube kjv-biblebooks.com site (see ad to right, third panel from top). Jim’s publisher, Lagos Printing, went out of business and he no longer had access to the books.

Also during that time, Jim published The War of Hades via thebookpatch.com, where he now presents 3 of his illustrated Bible books. The War of Hades contained prophecy of the end times similar to the Door to Sambucca. The book was abandoned due to his pastor’s preaching and Jim’s concerns about heresy.

Jim also set out to produce a complete KJV illustrated Bible (right lower panel), but the project turned out to be too big.
Necromancy
Is It Really That Bad?
By Jim Guccione, Staff Journalist

We here at The Guccie Times are not trying to create a public paranoia. We are, however, trying to warn people about the potential crimes laid against the poor and working class in public access. The matter of necromancy is paramount in this, but it remains only a theory. It has not been proven with any evidence.

The Catholic church practices the ritual of transubstantiation which is the transforming of the wafer and wine into the actual body and blood of Christ. Of course, this is impossible, but it represents the alleged cannibalism of the sex slave as a torturing device to get them to comply. Is this ritual repeated in food secret by a conspiracy to make and maintain a slave?

It seems that serum and flesh ties would be a practice of the master to establish his slaves, an augmentation of his own body.

Does the Freemason society know all about this and hide behind professionalism?

Where does such a bizarre theory come from? Jim Guccione said, “We are willing to try any theory that will explain why the younger generation is so tied up in the sex industry that never did anything more than gender murder.”

---

Eyes or Eggs
Upper Class Slave Psychology
by Cal Ferrari, Editor

This piece of art that you see entering here from the Renaissance Hotel in downtown Albany is probably considered fine art by the Art History Association. But what does it really mean to the common man?

The art society get us to accept abstract art as valid, even though it by definition makes no reference to anything real. Doesn’t that give the upper class an excuse to produce its psychotic art, much like Salvatore Dali’s surrealism, that means nothing to the common man but controls the mind of a slave? Isn’t it this kind of art and interior design that keeps the slave’s mind in a trance?

For example, when you look at this piece of fine art, (top right), what is the first recollection you have of something real? Isn’t it an eye or an egg? Immediately you are posed with an abstraction that causes confusion. We have learned to hate simple art of Jim Robinson in lieu of this kind of art and the more popular Satanic arts which may or may not even involve an abstraction.

Art like this abstract sculpture from the Renaissance and Salvador Dali (see his portrait and image to the right) do not really bother the average person. But to a slave this could be a hypnotic device that keeps her in a trance for her master. But much like you love gangsters, you love Dali and our public schools rear him up as a great icon of the Surrealist movement.

Since all of this is based in theory and has not been proven, it serves as food for thought and future investigations.

Even though Dali’s psychosis was obvious to the American people, he still managed to infiltrate the pop culture with his “images of pain” as they may be interpreted by slaves (see middle and right images above).
So They Came to America
Foreign Christians Seek Peace In the Promised Land
By Jim Robinson, Investigator

It might be said that “different cultures can have one God, Jehovah, but different religions have many gods.” To say “it is all the same God” applies to the different cultures of the nationalities that came to America seeking religious freedom. They may not have had an American culture, but they were certainly Christians having been persecuted in foreign nations.

America has always been The Promise Land for Christians abroad, in the same way the conquering of Canaan by Joshua made the Promise Land for the Jews. Many foreigners have been physically assaulted, imprisoned and banished in their home countries because they were caught with a Bible or caught worshipping Jehovah. The Soulwinner Issue 52 deals with the Muslim Christian and how he suffered the fate of the extremists’ gun massacre.

Many foreigners in their first generation in America brought a gift with them—it was their culture. The Chinese brought Chinese food, the Italian brought his food, and so on. The Italian Americans are known as some of the greatest workers and laborers America ever had. They brought construction from Rome. America then was the result of many people from all over the world coming together, and if it was not for monetary gain (which sometimes it was) it was for the purpose of religious freedom.

In my city on October 9, 2014 I brought the gospel to an African American man standing at a bus stop. Speaking clearly, I gave him the four points of the Plan of Salvation and he listened intently to my whole presentation. I asked him if he wanted to say a prayer and ask Jesus to save him and he agreed. Then he said the sinner’s prayer and got saved! His family probably contributed a great deal to America.

When America was founded by Europe in the 1600’s, Christians were still being persecuted in Europe. It was about the time of the Renaissance and the persecuted Christians had sought religious freedom in America. Before the 1600’s persecution of Christians was rampant and it composed the period of the Dark Ages. All of that persecution, some 100,000,000 men, women and children did not forget by God. It was the blood of these martyrs that blessed our nation with a God of mercy and truth.

America’s founding documents are Judaeo-Christian because at one time most of our leaders believed in Jehovah and Jesus Christ. They may have been denominations different than Baptist, but hey all had the same basic beliefs and they sought Jehovah to be the God of America. As time as went on, however, America failed to be a Christian nation, but many of us are still Christians. As the nationalities came here, many of them adopted the God of America (Jehovah) and got saved, while others came for America’s freedoms. But there are still a great many people who came to America with their foreign culture and sought religious freedom from persecution in their homeland. That is what America is historically known for.

You can see then that America is a nation of many different cultures, but many of us have the same God. Of course different cultures brought their religions with them, but America was traditionally a Christian nation. Many foreigners were willing to adopt the religion of this country because we are so great a nation. It may not be quite that way anymore.

When our country was being formed, it was James Madison who was a Baptist who said to give the country religious freedom instead of a list of religions to be permitted here. America is known for its religious freedoms. We are thus a country of many religions, and fewer and fewer people are remaining Christian or being converted to Christianity. God has laws and many people do not like His laws. That is why there is no regard for chastity in America—especially in the attire of the women. Lewdness runs free. It was the gods of the surrounding nations of Israel that ruined Israel in the Bible, no matter how many times a king tried to bring the people to their God. The devil has a god for every abomination.

We will probably never be an entirely Christian nation like we were at one time, but we are still a safety net for people being persecuted in other nations. Maybe the younger generation can look back at American history and appreciate the prairie people who had faith in God as well as the city-dweller who did a lot of soul winning. It is slowly slipping through our fingers.

Overshooting the Guccie Times
Covering All the Bases
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

In past issues of The Guccie Times, generally the past 2-3 months, we have publicly criticized several local vendors for their dealings with Jim Robinson. It must be understood that such bad press may have a negative effect on these businesses or tar a reputation, even though that is not our intent. These would include, Judge McDonough, Officer Murphy, Savoy Taproom, Little Pecks, McGuire’s Restaurant, and others.

The Guccie Times and the corresponding website are not seeking to ruin anyone’s financial gain, but we are presenting the facts as Jim Guccione sees them. We are willing to accept that Robinson makes mistakes, and he must be punished for them, but we have to justify an extreme punishment. We also make allegations, as we have made against the Colonie, Troy and Albany Police Departments, as we see fit.

Perhaps the Guccie Times overshot some of its articles and it makes assump-

(Photos taken from Microsoft Publisher) “Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, The wretched refuse of your teeming shore. Send these, the home-less, tempest-tossed to me, I lift my lamp beside the golden door!” This is the quote on the statue of liberty that welcomed millions of people to a land of freedom of religion.


(Photos taken from Microsoft Publisher) We have in fact made a New Year’s resolution to be a little less bias in our articles.

(Photos taken from Microsoft Publisher)”
Who Was Mary Guccione?

by Jim Robinson, Investigator

Around September of 1971, an event occurred in Manhattan that changed the course of world history. Mulberry Street had become a meeting place for the master and slave of Little Italy and NYC in general. Among the elitist class, there was a mother and her son who came to a little coffee shop on Mulberry Street to entertain the slave girls with the little boy’s martial art. He did kicks and katas for them.

Demonstrating an unprecedented ability to master the art of Panther, the boy was a prize to the people, and a hope for the future of the slave.

Nonetheless, there was a rival to the boy, a Sicilian kid, a little older than the boy, who hated him for his popularity among the slaves. And, as legend has it, the jealous boy betrayed the little Panther artist and married him for the rest of his life. This was part of a sinister plan to create the likenings of an antichrist with the power to rule the world with a computer.

Yet, we still have not answered the question: who was Mary? Mr. Guccione at last gave me the answer after my final recent, interface cellphone call to him at 4am one morning, saying, “She was my mother.”

Jezebel’s Stops
Local Vendors Provide Comfort, Friendship

By Cal Ferrari, Editor

The Guccie Times has always expressed an interest in the Jezebel Girl as per our recent posting of the video by the same title. The question may be asked, “How is it that she can endure the stress of the sex industry and still come out on topside?” The answer to that lies in her social environment: the merchant and restaurant.

On Lark Street in Albany, NY there are a lot of fine places Jezebel can go for friendship and comfort, like those shown here. These are people who may not always consent to her life-style, but provide an safe and lax place for her to go to collect her thoughts. Although she may have an interest in alcohol, these places may often try to coach her in her drinking habits.

It is good for us to patronize these places to provide a surplus for those who provide for Jezebel.
Shenannigan’s On Central Avenue
Welcome to the Club

by Dom LaPorta, Staff Journalist

We wouldn’t be complete unless we covered all of the known strip joints in the Capital District in an effort to help Jezebel. Thus we come to Shenannigan’s in Niskayuna, NY off of Central Avenue.

We can only make an assumption that politicians like Eliot Spitzer were getting their girls from places like this because where else would they go? Unless of course Jezebel interchanged with a bar maid at a restaurant. But a strip joint seems to make more sense to us. Could these be the kind of places that she is doing her business for her pimp?

We do not support he sex industry in general. We think a young man should get married and raise a family, regardless whether or not Jim Guccione is saved. But the industry prevails, and it makes criminals a lot of money. Even though pornography is legal, prostitution is illegal, yet the cops that the law puts on the business isn’t tarnishing its success. It just becomes more and more underground and hidden from the public eye. That’s why our law enforcement hobby is underground.

We are only promoting the freedom of the woman and her health and happiness. We do not want to see young ladies caught up in the display of their bodies to earn a living, even though it can be a simple and easy way of life for a woman with a fine figure. We do support Robinson’s views on the woman as he represents them in the Soulwinner e-newsletter.

It is our goal to apply talents and force in the fight against the organized crime that has plagued the big cities for decades. It has been this way ever since the criminal intelligence of gangsters came over from foreign nations to terrorize America. Perhaps we can persuade the general public to do the same.

Glimpses of the Panther Art
A 5-Thousand-Year-Old Fighting System?

by Cal Ferrari, Editor

The Guccie Times recently posted Series 3 on the Panther Videos page of the site. This was a short time after Mr. Guccione had suggested that Robinson dig into his past, that perchance the two of them had a similar childhood. Robinson said this about the martial art: “It seems to come naturally as a circular motion with the knife hand focused on a target. I think anyone can do this one. But the moves get much more complicated, and they are not really taught outside the family.”

Guccione legend has it that the Panther system goes back to the days of Cain, the son of Adam, over 5,000 years ago in his older years. It was developed after the motion picture came from Apollyon’s camera which was coined in Heaven during the building of the city of Hades. Lucifer would master the mechanics of the human body with a fighting art that could have no rival. The Shaolin system only dates back 1500 years.

Robinson went on to say: “It is not like the discipline of Karate, at least not yet. It is more of a freeform movement. Frank really knows what he’s doing, this is all happenchance.”
4 Found Dead in Troy, Homicide
by Jim Robinson, Investigator

This article is the result of investigations stemming from the Troy Record 12/28/17 and 12/29/17.

On December 27, 2017 four dead bodies were found in a Lansingburgh basement apartment by the building’s property manager at 158 Second Avenue. A spokesman for the Troy Police, Capt. Daniel DeWolf, confirmed that the bodies had been found there when detectives and evidence technicians were called along with the Troy Fire Department Medics. Rensselaer County DA Joel Abelove has also been to the crime scene.

The victims were later reported as being Shante Myers 36, her son Jeremiah Myers, 11 and Shanise Myers, 5 and her partner Barandl Mells, 22. A $5,000 reward has been offered by Pastor Charlie Muller of Victory Christian Church in Albany for anyone who has information leading to the arrest and conviction of any suspects related to the crime. Troy Police Chief John Tedesco has asked anyone who has any information at all about the crime to report it to 518-270-4421 or visit the website capitalregioncrimestoppers.com to report any information.

The little boy Jeremiah and his sister Shanise were both students in the Troy City School District and Jeremiah, also known as “JJ”, was an active member of the Troy Boys and Girls Club. The club has reported good things about JJ and his contributions there at the Club saying, “JJ had the type of personality to brighten up a whole room.”

The victims, especially the children, will be very well missed, and the Guccie Times gives its sincere condolences to the families of the victims.

This case is the second homicide case of the year. Desmon T. Smith, 24, of Brooklyn was climbing into a taxi in front of a house on 6th Avenue when he was gunned down. That case remains open.

---

Coulson’s News Center, Albany, NY
A Wolf In Sheep’s Clothing
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

About 10 years ago, I stopped in the Coulson’s News Center in Albany to get a cup of coffee. As I looked around inside, I saw a magazine rack that displayed a large number of titles of porn magazines alongside the rack of gun magazines that had spurred my interest. Recently, I noticed the interior of the store had been rearranged, and I stopped in again to look at the new design. I didn’t see the former rack of porn mags which I remembered very well, and I had assumed that the store had cleaned up its act. But upon my third visit some weeks later, I conducted a more thorough search, and, sure enough, a rack appeared near the checkout stand containing a wide variety of porn titles. Nothing ever changed with this store that hides its porn interests behind a harmless “news stand.”

At least Coulson’s News is not as expanded as the Amazing store on River Street in Troy that can be found near the DSS Building. “There seems to be no end to the market for porn among the poorer classes,” says Mr. Guccione.
The Probable Truth About the Lansingburgh Quadruple Homicide 
Was It a Freemason Sacrifice?
by Jim Robinson, Investigator

Recent publication in the Troy Record reports that two suspects were found in conjunction with the murder in Lansingburgh these past few days: Justin C. Mann, 24, and James W. White, 38, both of Schenectady, NY.

In the same way the Troy Detective Protocol would not allow Sgt. French to investigate the upper class mob threat that was allegedly put on Susan to provoke her to steal and spend on Robinson’s debt card in the Identity Theft case of September 2017, the Troy Police Department is not going to investigate the alleged Freemason motive behind the murder in Lansingburgh. The TPD only needs to be concerned about the penal code crime to be clear with the public, not at this time. The Guccie Times is exposing the white collar crime of their office. It is quite possible that Mark, Robinson’s arresting officer in his false 9.45 pick up order issued by Dr. Dihallo of the Samaritan Hospital Behavioral Health Clinic in November of this year, had something to do with this murder, or at least in assisting the “TPD evidence technician” in painting a picture like they were doing their job. Jim Guccione said, “It is possible that the upper class has classically conditioned a murderer for their freemason sacrifice.”

Freemasons are basically white supremacists, and The Guccie Times finds it odd that the suspects are black. Also, Grace Baptist Church had won all of the victims to Jesus Christ several years ago.

Note: This murder was committed a day after Jim Guccione published “The Jezebel Girl” video, and it would allegedly create a connection between the two as an indication of the slave mastering of the upper class. This site and newsletter are a freedom of speech. Like porn is a freedom of speech. The content of these publications are screened by a group of publication lawyers, and edits are made accordingly. People may deliberately misuse the information presented in this publication, including the Troy Police Department.

Is Guccione Deceiving Robinson?
By Jim Guccione 2, Staff Journalist

There is a current controversy going on about Jim Guccione’s relationship with Jim Robinson. We have arranged for this brief interview to try and clear it up.

Guccie Times (GT): Mr. Guccione, we understands that you are an independently wealthy man. Doesn’t Jim work for you?

Jim Guccione (JG): Yes, he does. It is voluntary work. He doesn’t want to exceed his SGA.

GT: But why is it that Jim is still on Social Security and living in government housing when he does so much valuable work for you?

JG: Jim is not going to get handouts forever. Judge McDonough did not see Jim as an asset to society. He punished him for his love for Jezebel, the sex slave. Officer Murphy deliberately cut off Robinson’s circulation in his gun hand, knowing from resources of betrayal on Lark Street that he was right handed. But I know Jim’s potential.

GT: We understand that Jim has had a concern about you not being saved. It seems that you do not trust people who are not saved, yet you won’t get saved yourself.

JG: My religious affiliation have no bearing on my mafia. I use kindness as I see fit.

GT: We see. So then we assume that Robinson can…trust you?

JG: Yes, by all means. Good Bob is on his side also.

GT: Very well, then Mr. Guccione. Thank you for your time.

JG: Likewise.
The Romantics of a Disproven District Attorney’s Office: What Role Does it Play In a Murder?

by Dom Lopinto, Staff Journalist

From investigations into the reporting by the Troy Record 12/28/17.

A “cop” is a romantic created in Hades in Heaven by Lucifer when he invented sociology. Likewise, the penal code legal system where law enforcement, lawyers and the judicial branch become insensitive to crime, is also a romantic that rears up men as heroes. The criminal then may be the result of classical conditioning by the upper class using a professional middle class and slave psychology to render a human sacrifices to Lucifer. This then gives power to the Freemason society of politicians, lawyers, judges, cops and other professionals.

The law enforcement, as exemplified by the District Attorney’s office, makes public statements in a “news” media to confirm that justice was done—but only to the Penal code criminal. The upper class and its middle class accessories get their sacrifice and go unpunished and unnoticed, thus building a slave kingdom by abusing the poor in the inner city. Poverty then persists, even when a socialist government provides relief and programs for improvement.

Things are no different in Troy, NY for its police force, court system and DA’s office. The quadruple murder in Lansingburgh on 12/28/17 is an example of what was probably a LaVey sacrifice for the Freemason of the Capital District to appease Satan for power. This conclusion can be drawn from the reports on how the victims were murdered.

The DA’s office thinks the case is over when they persecute the penal code criminal. They never go after the upper class slave masters that may classically condition the murderer because these masters are a part of their own society.

Unless the community is willing to abandon its stubborn secular humanist bandwagon and accept the spiritual aspects of this murder, and the alleged abuses of the poor by the upper class, these crimes will persist.

One Right Protects the Other Nine: The Voice of the Baptists Gave America Its Greatest Rights

When the Constitution was being formed with the wisdom of our forefathers, they all had a fear of God regardless of their religions. They all agreed that the most important element to the freedom of our new country was the rights that would be protected by the federal government as well as the individual. It was the firearm that the individual had and that he was responsible with that would protect his rights, his home and his family. The day that the government interfered with those rights would be the day that America would start to fall apart, and it might also be the start of a civil war. Americans would not let the government be a tyranny, as was afforded them by the second amendment.

The matter of religion in America was originally addressed by our forefathers by permitting certain Christian churches and excluding others to prevent the persecution of Europe. But it was the Baptists that convinced James Madison to represent them in their plea for the Freedom of Religion. And the institution of the Second Amendment would prevent persecution simply with a firearm. This Second Amendment (the right to bear arms) would then protect all of the other 9 rights, especially the First Amendment which is the right to the freedom of religion, speech and the press.

The Baptist people had suffered the greatest forms of persecution in Europe at the hand of the Catholic church during the Dark Ages. Then called Anabaptists, they suffered for over one thousand years from 500 AD to 1500 AD at the pope’s whim from his inquisitions where he directed the mass murder of over 100 million of Bible-believing people. America became a safe haven for the Baptist as well as many other groups of people being persecuted for their faith. And we have since been known as a free country.

How long we will retain these values of our forefathers remains to be seen.
Jim Guccione’s Rise To Power
Public Officials Establish Sicilian Mafia in NYC, Chicago

by Jim Guccione 2, Staff Journalist

Was the attack on the Twin Towers an act of the malice and impatience of the copy? Or was it the false religion of the Muslim terrorist as invented by the Jesuit Priest to hate American Christians? Whatever the motive and the master plan, we lost the Twin Towers in a hideous attack on September 11, 2001—a day that will never be forgotten by Americans. About 10 years later, in May 2011, the Navy Seals went into Abbottabad, Pakistan and seized Osama Bin Laden, thereby executing revenge with his death. We then built the Ground Zero National Park as memorial to the attack with its new single Freedom Tower standing 1,776 feet high, about 408 feet taller than the Twin Towers which were at one time the highest buildings in the world. The erection of the Twin Towers was completed on January 1972, and the Ground Zero National Park was completed in 2011.

The only comment Mr. Guccione had about the erection and destruction of the Twin Towers and its casualties was, “It had nothing to do with me. He’s a coward.”

The criminal problems faced by NYC do not end with terrorists. The Mob never just disappeared, and the activity of organized crime persists until this day. The Guccie Times has been following the activity of the Gambino, John Gotti, a surname of the Gambino, was arrested and convicted on several counts of murder and other crimes. He was sentenced to life in prison, but he died of cancer after 10 years into his term. Did he actually do that time? Or did the seven-foot reward him for his perfect execution of a Public

Mafia with freedom behind the scenes? Mr. Guccione said, “The whole media society is at the copy’s whim. He waves the candy bar of the Jezebel girl to orchestrate his Romantic in the media. If Gotti never really did that time, then the Gambino got away with murder.”

This is, however, only the start of something bran new for NYC: the rise of Jim Guccione to power. The Guccie Times does not consider Jim to be a criminal—he has no criminal record, and, as of the first issue of the newspaper in 2013, we have never known Jim to be violent. He says, “I’m only violent when someone crosses me.” So, no one has yet crossed him, but he is concerned about he abuse that Robinson has endured in his adult life. Mr. Guccione, as per our interface conversations with him and the one time we had the honor to meet him at his office, is a quiet and polite man—nothing that could be considered the tenure of a gangster. But who does Jim do what he does for? Is it for his native Sicily? America? Or does he have his own personal motives? We can not answer that question right now. Only time will tell.
Do Not Do What Robinson Does
You Are Not a Public Official
By Cal Ferrari, Editor

Since 2013, Jim Robinson has worked on *The Guccie Times* and the development of a website to correspond to the newsletter. If you have been reading the content of the site and newsletter, you would see that Robinson has taken some liberties in his publishing. He also has developed a close relationship with Jim Guccione as one of his public officials.

We here at *The Guccie Times* have the support of Jim’s mafia, and we have lawyers that help us with publication law. We are not a professional organization, neither are we licensed to publish a newspaper, but we follow the American Freedom of Speech Right. We say things no one else wants to say—mostly in criticism of the leadership classes of this country.

As such, we have taken liberties with our publications, but we would not advise anyone else to do the same. Whereas an American does have Freedom of Speech, there are certain laws that govern Internet publishing. It may very well be that someone out there may have considered taking on the responsibilities that we have and start his or her own website and newsletter. We do not advise doing this without consulting a lawyer first.

We would also not advise anyone taking on the responsibility of organizing a hobby underground interest group to fight organized crime. There are laws that govern the direction of groups of this sort, and it could be very dangerous examining the behavior of criminals. That is why there is an established law enforcement.

CDTA Discourages the Poor
No Change Cards and No Day Pass
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

CDTA drivers have been warning their patrons for about 2 weeks before the d-day came. On that day, there were no more change cards or day passes issued, and we were required to buy and use a Navigator card. Why is this so discouraging for the lower-class people who often ride the bus?

Many lower class people do not have computers or credit cards and therefore can not patronize a Navigator card. They may not be able to pay for their transportation in one lump sum, but they became used to buying bus rides on a daily basis. They would often buy a day pass for $2 with a half-face card. But now you can not do that. You have to get a Navigator card and got to a certain location to load it up—if you can not do it with credit card online. If you do not have the right change, CDTA will steal your change.

Robinson feels this is another step in the government forcing the mark of the beast on us for our buying and selling. Community members should speak out against the Navigator card ultimatum.

The Heinous Crimes of the Upper Class
Many, But Not All
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

Recently in Troy, NY there was a quadruple homicide involving two women and two children as victims. Two suspects were found within about 3 days, and they are awaiting trial. How did that happen so fast? There was another shooting this year shooting in Troy, and the TPD still hasn’t found the suspect yet.

In The Guccie Times Issue 33, we mentioned the alleged role of the Upper Class in penal code crimes like this. Is there more to the crime than what the news is telling us or what the TPD reports to the news? Is there a higher principality and power behind it that drives the crime to be committed, or is this only the whim of the murderers?

The internet displays murderers as at the key-in of a jargon phrase. These are actual torture homicides being performed for anyone who wants to see it. Some of these criminals show their face in the video. How can they do that with a clear conscience? There must be a higher force behind it. Is that the same dynamics we have right here in our own home town of Troy? Can it be a sacrifice to Satan organized by an Upper Class that control the media and the Police Department as represented by the District Attorney’s Office? Is this a Freemason sacrifice for officers to get political power?

The answers to these questions lies in investigations. As time passes, more and more people will become aware of the forces behind murders of this kind in an effort to reveal the crimes of the Upper Class that affiliate to the penal code murder.

Mr. Guccione said, “A murder or torture of this degree may not just have a motive by a single party, but it can be a conspiracy. There is an Upper Class that may organize these as Freemason sacrifices to Satan. Robinson could explain it further.”

order this print
The Legend of the Generation of Cain
A Split In the Blood

The King James Bible tells the true story of how Cain murdered his brother Abel [Genesis 4, KJV]. This happened after the sin of Adam and Eve which showed God that man could not be trusted. It is quite possible that God never knew what murder was until Cain murdered Abel his brother.

Guccione Legend has it that Cain was born about 6-12 inches taller than Abel, and that he had certain super features in his body and mind that made him superior to his brother. Cain was supposed to protect the human race from the betrayer as God knew him from Lucifer’s rebellion in Heaven. Cain would be to man what Lucifer was to the angels. Unfortunately, the first generation of the super man, Cain, chose to rebel against God much like Lucifer rebelled in Heaven. And Cain insisted that his offering of vegetables (the result of his toil in the fields) was good enough for God. God told him that it was not. Abel, however, offered up the lamb in obedience to God, and it made Cain jealous. Cain then became angry at Abel and murdered him. God cast Cain away to Nod as a vagabond for punishment for his sin, and legend has it that Cain’s wife came from his rib as did all of the men’s wives at that time. There was no incest as commonly taught by heretics.

As Cain had children in Nod (his descendants one generation after the other, in intervals of about 20 years) there came the generation of Nod, as Cain called him after the name of the land that God banished him to. Cain taught Nod the wisdom of engineering, and Nod accepted the fallen angel Apollyon for that knowledge as it was given to the angel Apollyon in Heaven. Apollyon, however, had rebelled with Lucifer much like Cain, who had accepted the Fallen Angel Lucifer, had rebelled against God in murdering his brother.

As Cain and Nod had generations (they both lived to be about 800 years old), each generation accepted fallen angels, and a Kingdom was set up in Nod which today is called the Kingdom of Hell.

The descendants of Cain each had the gene for a super body and mind, but as time went on there arose a generation of descendants who understood the goodness of God. These men then chose to humble themselves to the animal sacrifice of the 6-foot man, and they split from Cain and Nod’s Kingdom. Thus, the power of the 7-foot man had sided with Jehovah and the obedient 6-foot man, and they served God faithfully. That generation came to what it is today as an opposition to the Evil Guccione Mafia. Thus the one single evil bloodline, as it was carried by marrying close to kin, had an opposite that was good.

Even though the evil bloodline had an opposite, it would remain loyal to its own to prevent mutations in the blood while it mutated all of the other bloodlines to keep them inferior. Since God made man to die, even the bloodline of Cain suffered from infirmities, one or more of which would cause death.
Lucifer’s Hades
The Rebellious City In Heaven

The Bible explains the creation of man in Genesis 1:26-31, but it does not give an account of the creation of angels. Guccione Legend does, however, give an account of the creation of angels. It is said that the angels were created with Lucifer chosen as the great angel who had knowledge of the human body and nature. Apollyon was chosen as the angel who had knowledge of engineering. These two angels were created to be servants of God but they had a free will, like all of the other angels. As time went on, these two angels realized their knowledge was power, even though God had not seen it that way when he made them. They then rebelled together against God and lured other angels with them. They began to build in Heaven, and they made factories where they made cranes and construction robots. God saw what they were doing and let them do it, allowing any other angel that chose Lucifer over God to join them. And together, one third of the angels of Heaven built the city of Hades in rebellion against God.

Lucifer knew that God would destroy his body and cast him to earth, so he developed a secular humanist philosophy in Hades that would control man and man’s creation with psychology. Since the body of man was similar to the body of an angel, Lucifer learned about the body and how to manipulate and control it. The city of Hades then was centered around the eye, the organ for which Apollyon invented a camera to control. Lucifer then had Apollyon invent the computer which was a machine of the human brain. As Lucifer studied the body in Hades, he discovered many things including the use of viruses that would mutate bloodlines. He then figured out how to control DNA in an attempt to create life himself. He invented machinery using Apollyon’s talents including the fully automatic rifle which today is an UZI. He predicted there would be an AntiChrist on the earth that would rule in the Last Days when this technology would be made available to the common man. Money was also invented in Heaven.

After Lucifer and Apollyon had built Hades and one third of the angels joined them, God used Michael the archangel to wage a war against the bodies of Lucifer and his angels, and Michael destroyed all of the bodies. But God had designed the soul of the angels to live forever, unless it could constantly burn in molten lava.

The angels’ souls then were cast to the earth where they hovered above man. Any man could take a soul. He was first possessed by the spirit of the angel, and the more he committed wickedness he could later accept the soul. Once he had the soul he would think nothing of committing an abomination. The trade-off for this was the knowledge that came from Lucifer and the fallen angels to control other men. Lucifer had invented romantics for men in Hades such as Sodom, the fallen angel of homosexuality.

Many people today do not think about the spiritual world. They are caught up in the materials of life and they can not ascribe to angels and God. That is the way Lucifer keeps man ignorant. His Secular Humanist philosophy excludes God as the creator and sustainer of life, and he refuses to believe in an afterlife.
Was There a Troy Cop Who Knew Shante?
Theory of Cop Slave Psychology in Murder

Anyone who has ever grown up in any type of ghetto knows that many cops are corrupt and serve the upper class by abusing the poor. The working and middle class who get respect in the community usually do not see this. Those of us who did not succeed in the social strata often see things no one else does.

The quadruple homicide in Troy, NY in December of 2017, if based on a developing theory, could have been a murder of the poor by a middle class—a racist-driven murder by white LaVey disciples. The victims were all black, two women and two children. Although two black men were held in custody and are currently being tried, I saw part of that hearing at the Rensselaer County Courthouse. The cops probably just nabbed up those two suspects to make it look good to Troy, as if they were doing their job. The real sacrificial murderers probably got away. This is, however, still based in theory.

Anton LaVey (bottom right), author of the Satanic Bible, was the perfect Judas for the Gambino: his philosophies entail a righteousness equivalent to that of Christians. But any idiot knows that all LaVey was ever about was human sacrifice, usually in the form of a rape and dismembering of a woman like it runs rampant in snuff films on the web. In this case two children were involved.

The Troy Police refuse to release data on the condition of the bodies and how they were murdered. Rumor has it they were tied up and cut up, a common practice of the LaVey for the Freemason. But the cops will always do their best to give the upper-class what they want so no one gets caught in the atonement for Lucifer, including them.

The atonement of a murder gives the Freemason his political power. Any idiot knows that. The police usually know most of the poor in the neighborhood, whether criminals or not, but they do not know much about the middle class except when they socialize with them. Cops may even try to make poor people criminals by pressuring them under conditions of survival using classical conditioning. It is highly probable that there was one or more cops on the Troy Police force who knew Shante, the oldest victim of the homicides. She was a struggling working class mother, who died to feed her children. Corrupt Troy cops would know just how to use that erotic. She had a job as a cleaner, at least that’s how I knew her, and there is probably a cop on the force who knows that too. We will call his name Mark after the name Jim Guccione gave to the cop who arrested me on a false 9.45 pickup order issued by Dr. Dilullo of Samaritan Hospital. Cops allegedly try to hide what they know and who they know so they can abuse the poor, but news travels fast among the closely knit ghetto. But what cops do not know is how many people in the neighborhood legally own a firearm or can get the help of someone who does. Also, cops do not always know how much the poor understand slave psychology. Local cops are not the only ones who have guns. The FBI spends a good amount of time convicting local cops of bribery, abuse and brutality, and why should it be different in Troy?

It is unlikely we will ever find the real murderers, if even the theory proved to be true, unless the two suspects found are in fact guilty. We will be led to believe whatever the news wants to tell us to keep selling their newspaper. But they are not the only ones who have a newspaper. This one is free and worldwide, and we say all the things no one else has the courage or intelligence to say, preacher or not.

See also Officer’s Memorial
Torture Chambers Found in Chinatown
Possibly Linked to the Guccione Mafia

by Jim Guccione 2, Staff Journalist

Robinson said, “I tried to warn you about Jim. You didn’t listen. You said he doesn’t exist.”
How Jim Won the Hearts of the Common Man

by Dom LoPorto, Staff Reporter

He said the Evil Guccione Mafia were a bunch of filthy sonsabitches. And he certainly does not get along with the Good Guccione Mafia, either.

Did Jim use the guise of Christianity as a lure for the Americans to follow him? Is Jim saved?

Guccione Plan to Stop Up Ciro’s Girls to Get New Jobs

by Dom LoPorto, Staff Reporter
Dr. Dennis Corle
The Art of Staying Right With God

by Jim Robinson

He said

---

Guccione
Girls by Dom LaPorto, Staff Reporter
Guccione Delegate Allegedly Beheads ISIS Soldier
Video to be Released on YouTube?

by Jim Guccione, Staff Journalist

It is important to understand that this kind of vigilante activity is not recommended for the general public. It is reserved for members of Jim’s Mafia. You will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law if you are not a part of the in-group.

Videos and pictures like this (above) all over the internet are raising up a militia of young men who support the Anabaptist Christian and the Guccione Mafia’s alleged beheadings.

---

New Anti-Porn Bills Proposed to Congress
Jim Guccione Lays Down the Law

by Dom Laporta, Staff Journalist
Tattoo Fame
Convincing the Young Adult

In today’s society, tattoos have become very popular, or so the romantic has been painted, due to the rise of the number of parlors in our cities. These tattoo artists feel they are very talented and they are proud of what they do, marking people with permanent images, some of which can be traced to the occult.

The Guccie Times would advise anyone who is getting a tattoo to strongly consider your options. The artist is very animate about giving the tattoo, not just because he is getting paid for it, but because he may know the meanings behind the marks in servitude to a subculture as it may have been created by generations of cops in the community. Do the marks have something to do with the sex industry? Do they cause you to fall into another level of society beyond what is safe and secure for you?

The American people should ban altogether in opposition to the satanic marks tattoo parlors and porn hubs that only fuel the fire to the LaVay’s Freemason sacrifice, but let them have their body art. Legislation should be passed to further restrict these forms of “expressions of free speech” and warn and educate the general public about the real meaning and history of tattoos and how they are commonly used by police officers and Gambino blood to create subcultures of people.

A teen boy from Arbor Hill in Albany said, “Somebody’s got to give Jezebel the tattoo. Her pimp forces it on her. It might as well be a studio that cares about her. We just don’t know if the studio is on the pimp’s side.”

NAACP Billed for Street Robbery
Prophet Requests His Money Back

In 2009, Jim Robinson took a trip to NYC to see the sights with his backpack on him that contained about $2500 cash. Jim had brought the bag of money to have cash in case he needed it to get off of the street in the case of an emergency and get a hotel room for a few days or to be sure he got his bus ride home. It is quite possible the Negroid maintenance man who worked at the Monument Square Apartments, where Jim resided at the time, had been in Jim’s room illegally and knew about the money because of the events that ensued.

While Jim was in Manhattan minding his own business, two Mallatto men (Negroids) politely asked Jim what he had in the bag then coaxed the bag away from him and took it, taking every last penny he had on him. Jim was then unable to get a bus home or even to get a hotel room off the street or to get to the mission. He was left stranded and penniless on the streets of Manhattan.

As a direct result of this robbery, the Jim Guccione Mafia is requesting the National Association of American Colored People (NAACP) to return Robinson’s money. It does not have to be done publicly, but the organization will be cleared in The Guccie Times. He is not requiring that the Negroid admit to the general public about the persistent savage nature of its race, nor are we petitioning the general public to ban the Negroid from leadership positions such as president, governor or mayor. Jim just wants his money back.
Risperdal and Attorney Michael Fields
Creating Homosexuals

The Guccie Times has offered the American people the book entitled An Evil Cop's Hate: The Mental Health System in America. In this book, we investigated the abuses of the mental health system and how it is being used by cops to raise up subcultures of people who defy the basic moral fabric of our neighborhoods, not to mention hate Jesus Christ and Jehovah.

As per our investigations, the matter of certain drugs which a psychiatrist will administer as he sees fit, with no real scientific base for it, can change the physiology of a man’s body. Risperdal, as it is involved with a female hormone, is administered to a male to keep him calm, as a form of a sedative, but it is actually of a way of introducing the male body to female hormones.

Attorney Michael Fields of the Capital District Psychiatric Center (CDPC) in Albany, NY is probably currently under investigation for his deals made with doctors to get the Risperdal in as many male patients as possible. Fields is supposed to be representing the patient and protect him from abuse by the mental health system, but it is our inference that he is doing just the opposite to appease political and law enforcement officials.

The America government is fully aware of these kinds of abuses, especially and mostly of the poor. There is probably a special department in the FBI that covers these kinds of cases, but very often they do not have the staff to spread out all around the country, and doctors and cops are getting away with murder and torture. The FBI will step in and order a placebo for the patient during an investigation as a form of undercover work. This is why the American people have a right to bear arms and oppose a tyrannical government.

NAACP Refuses Offer
Robinson’s Kind Request

The Negroid race has found its way to political leadership in America, but has it passed the test of civilization? Why did there arise a KKK in the south? Was it only because of hate, or were the Negroid men being properly punished for raping the white owners plantation daughters? Is the black race secretly all Muslim or Voodoo but claim to be Christian, like it was with Jim’s tiermate in jail?

Although we can not answer these questions, and we do not wish to discredit a race of men who feel they deserve the assets of American civilization, we do know one thing: Jim Robinson was robbed by two Malataio men in Manhattan who left him no money to get off of the street or to get home. We made the simple public request for the NAACP, who represents the Negroid man in America, to return Jim’s money but they refused and ignored the request like the problem is going to go away.

Perhaps the world never understood the aristocracy. Aristocracies and governments run the world, not races of black men. Try as they did, the black man never had the engineering or the intelligence of the white man, not even in Egypt where he raised all of his monument to one dead man at a time. No, the white man had the engineering that built America, that is a proven fact.

This subject will not be rehearsed again. The Guccie Times has made its point to the American people and to the bloodline.
Vandal Nails Evil Amazing Porn Hub
The Writing Is On the Wall

When I have social interactions with women in the tri-cities area, it seems to me that they would never agree with a porn hub, especially if they are mothers with children. So why then don’t the people here group together to petition Albany to ban them? From what I understand it is the community in which the hub exists that can agree or disagree to it. Perhaps—but then there may be laws, believe it or not, that protect the porn hub form its banning, like there are laws that protect porn on the internet. That is the way this country has swayed in favor of the Satanists.

Recently, in my travels to the Department of Social Services on Troy, I passed the Amazing Porn hub near to the underpass of the biggest bridge Troy ever had as a statement of the power of the evil Apollon. Its really no mistake that the Amazing hub is there, in that very spot, almost right across the street to the government building that serves the poor people of Troy with their sustenance, etc. That reflects on the mayor who allows that when he could veto it. Obviously the owner of Amazing is trying to lure the poor into his store to make a sex solace. Yet, the people either can’t see it that way because they are ignorant, or they are simply too yellow-back to propose a ban on the store to the City Council.

I thin that Amazing is the only porn store in Troy, and if we closed it down there would be none at all. I was successful at closing down the horrific Cinema Art Widescreen Theatre many years ago. There is no reason why we can’t work together on this one.

The hub was recently tagged by a graffiti artist with a Christian slogan, and I suppose we can consider that as a victory. But tagging is against the law because it is vandalism, but Jim Guccione would be behind him. Yet, that’s no guarantee.

Do All Negroids Secretly Worship Kuta-Kinte?
Can You Trust the Born-Again Negroid?

Although I have been very patient and kind to the Negroid race concerning the prophetic judgement of their civilization in the Last Days, they simply refuse to show me any respect. To wit: they refuse to pay back the money they robbed from the prophet. Many many Negroid people go to their own black Christian churches as well as have become a part of the white man’s Christian church. But do they really believe that or has it always been a bloodline issue with them to prepare for a day of a great betrayal? Has the Negroid proven to us, the civilized white, that he has accepted the Christianity of the white Jew and Christian? Some blacks insist that Jews were black and even that Jesus was black, but many Christian blacks agree that he was white also; but could that be the great Judaite betrayal? Secular humanism tells us that Jews and Jesus was white. So do why do they insist? The other question is: who was Kuta-Kinte? According to Guccione Legend, he was a black slave that was named after the African Voodoo god Kuta-Kinte. And it has nothing to do with the Mallatto (half-white) man and his false moon-god Allah, it is purely the pure blooded black Negroid man’s false god as he was created by the bloodline of the white Cain to deter the black man into his historical cannibalism. These are hard facts that the prophet has to deal with.

When you are around the prophet of God, why don’t you speak a conversation with your wife that would please God is if he were here? First if all, that’s probably not your wife even though you are having sex. Because, you do not believe in Jehovah, you believe in Kuta-Kinte. So in case a white man ever wondered what Kuta-Kinte is, now you know, and there is no excuse for ignorance if the black man decided to rise up over the white man after he had stolen his America civilization.

If the Negroid race disagrees with me, why don’t you have a normal civilized argument about it? Why do you go about to kill me, like the Jews went about to kill Jesus? I’m not Mahammed. I don’t smoke opium like he did. I am the Prophet of the Last Days.

The only meter I have to prove to the world that the black man had honestly accepted Christ as his Savior was if he paid me in increments the money he owned me behind the NAACP’s back. Then I would credit him among the common man that he had done right to God’s Prophet and that he had accepted Jesus as his Savior, and rejected Kuta-Kinte or Allah. Then he could feel comfortable and accepted with the white man’s civilization.
“Will They Necromance Me Now?”
Capital District Evil Cop’s Last Ditch Attempt
By Cal Ferrari, Contributing Writer

The lawyers of Rensselaer had tried to detain Robinson using the TPD, but what the evil magistrate simply did not understand is that Robinson had actually made good friends with 193 and Malloy using the power of the Holy Ghost of God as prophesied by the pastors, even though the evil cops persisted in their corruption. And the people of Troy and its City Council would not convict Malloy for the risk he took for Robinson because they feared the bad press for the city. For Malloy had permitted Robinson to bring his air gun to the Dededel Girl in Kingston and he made friends with her that day.

But Robinson said, “They will betrayed me with my food stuffs, even though I will pay them good money for it out of the savings from my labor.” As it was in the past, Robinson had thought that his good friends Mike LoPorto and Carmine had put serums in his meatballs and otherwise taint the dishes for him and his mom that day, when he trusted Mike to pay his bills. So Robinson then published against Mike in the earlier Guccie Times, horrible words of jargon and accusations and defamation of character, but the FBI did not send out that PDF on the world wide web, only to the TPD. But Mike said that he would forgive Robinson because he just got confused in his Panther for the steel Apolloyn. Robinson also reared up great words of blasphemy in graphic placards against the Lionheart beer tap and John DelJohn’s famous bowl of chili, on Lark Street, to warn the Lark Street Girls, and then he was cast away from all of them, walking away with his head down to the pavement.

But the cops simply could not do anything to deter Robinson because he was too well respected in the eyes of the people of the Capital District.

African American Pays On His Bill
Proves Faith In Christ

There has been a great amount of controversy over the matter of Jim’s robbery in Manhattan. Some have argued that the entire black race can no longer be trusted. But it seems that the invitation for the African American to reimburse Robinson for his $2500, several hundred dollars of which was going to pay his rent and other bills that month, after it was robbed from by two Mallato men in the big Jaudaite city, has been honored. This problem has caused many to also doubt whether or not the African ever dropped his Kunta-Kinte god and really did accept the white man’s Christ and Jehovah. But since Robinson has been traveling to other churches, after his disagreement with his beloved pastor, he says, “I see a certain kind of love and devotion there among the black man, even though they do not always follow the strict precepts of the IF Baptist. They group together as African Americans and share their likenesses, and they have a sincere dedication to God and America.”

According to the ledgers on the site, The African has been paying on his bill.
Vandal Nails Evil Amazing Porn Hub
The Writing Is On the Wall

When I have social interactions with women in the tri-cities area, it seems to me that they would never agree with a porn hub, especially if they are mothers with children. So why then don’t the people here group together to petition Albany to ban them? From what I understand it is the community in which the hub exists that can agree or disagree to it. Perhaps—but then there may be laws, believe it or not, that protect the porn hub form banning it, like there are laws that protect porn on the internet. That is the way this country has swayed in favor of the Satanist.

Recently, in my travels to the Department of Social Services in Troy, I pass the Amazing Porn Hub near to the underpass of the biggest bridge Troy ever had as a statement of the power of the evil Apolloyn. It is really no mistake that the Amazing hub is there, in that very spot, almost right across the street to the government building that serves the poor people of Troy with their sustenance. That reflects on the mayor who allows that when he could veto it. Obviously, the owner of Amazing is trying to lure the poor into his store to make a sex slave. Yet, the people either can’t see it that way because they are ignorant, or they are simply too yellow-back to propose a ban on the store to the City Council.

I think that Amazing is the only porn store in Troy, and if we closed it down there would be none at all. I was successful at closing down the horrific Cine Art Widescreen Theatre many years ago. There is no reason why we can’t work together on this one also.

The hub was recently tagged by a graffiti artist with a Christian slogan, and we can actually call that a victory. But tagging is against the law because it is vandalism. Hopefully the judge would understand. The Guccie Times does not recommend breaking the law to make a public statement.

Is Mike Fields All That Bad of a Lawyer?
Writing Articles Out of Anger
By Cal Ferrari

Recently in The Guccie Times we published an article against Michael Fields law practice out of the CDPC in Albany as he represents mental health patients as they have been abused by the system. He is accused of only being a mediator between the court, hospital and the client, and not “giving his all” to fight for the patient’s rights.

A common male resident of a low income neighborhood simply does not understand how a government can make a man a queer because it made the deliberate error of legalizing homosexuality among men in the first place. The Police Department will systematically threaten a man in his self-defense against a queer claiming he will arrest him for assault. But in the previous article I explained in detail how it is done in the mental health system who makes queers not to mention how the other the other government systems do it. The queer simply can’t keep to himself; he has to always try to rape the straight. Perhaps Mike Fields does his best but the system usurps him also. In that case we need to start passing legislation that is anti-queer an pro-straight because the queer abused his freedom in America. A true Gomorrhite, if he even exists, would have no problem with this legislation, knowing the prophecy concerning his butterfly would be just around the corner. There is no ghetto mom alive that wants her son to be a queer, but neither does she want him to do time for assault in the event he needs to poke a queer in the eye for trying to rape him.

The Sodomite and Gomorrhite gave us a prophecy from their gutter. They said that the Gomorrhite was chaste and only served the straight by watching the door to the Sodomite prison. Let’s see whether they meant it.
What Is a Gomorrhite?
The DNA Mutation in the Last Days

The King James Bible gives the true account of Sodom and Gomorrah, two of the major cities in ancient days full of sexual deviance, including homosexuality. God took Lot and his wife and daughters out of Sodom so that He could rain fire and brimstone down on it and Gomorrah. That was the punishment that Lucifer instigated God to give on the two cities and their surrounding towns.

But there is a legend tagged to this story. It is said that the inhabitants of Gomorrah had learned to live life chaste, that they never had any sexual or affectionate relationship with another man. It is said that they were born with a DNA mutation, a hormonal imbalance, called homosexuality, and that as a result they desired the face and body of a man instead of the natural desire of a face and body of a woman.

It is said that the Gomorrhite learned to live completely chaste (they had never had a romantic affection towards another man), and as a result they were able to socialize with the straight man and get sustenance and conduct trade with him. The Gomorrhite was also known for watching the door for the straight so that he would not get raped or otherwise be harassed by the Sodomite. But there was always the possibility of a Judeite betrayal for the Gomorrhite who would go queer like the Sodomite and betray the straight.

It has also been said in legend that there would be a cup of serum that would heal the Gomorrhite of his homosexuality and that he would get his butterfly, a lesbian who had also been healed by the cup, to be his wife as a reward for the thousands of years he remained chaste. He was a law unto himself, and some of them actually took God’s point of view about homosexuality, and even more some Gomorrhite claimed to be born again Christians and went to church with the straight and his family using the prophecy of chastity as an excuse why he was not married. But they have yet to prove this.

Villa Italia Pasticceria, Schenectady, NY
Bob Mallozzi’s Kindness to Jim Robinson

The Villa Italia has been kind to Jim and his mom for about 7 years now. Jim’s mom recently moved away, and now Jim is left with a new friend. Whereas Mozzarella threw Jim out for his rudeness, Jim came back several years later to apologize and request permission to return and Mozzarella denied him. What is Mozzarella’s policy when Jim gets his bounty hunter’s badge and kindly requests his booth then? Isn’t that obstruction of justice?

But be it known to the people, that restaurants who refuse to support Jim Robinson in his quest to arrest Ciro will not be honored in our public media, but we never force ourselves on anyone, like a common cop will, as Robinson has often accused the undercover for going into trach cans and retrieving notes he threw out. This was on record with Kyle Jones of the Troy Police when he retrieved a note Jim threw out one morning then cuffed him, claiming he was retaliating for Jim calling him a fog when his counterpart had stood in front of Jim’s bathroom in Jim’s own house. This is all in the past, however, and Jim has since given the Chief of Police of Troy a free copy of his 2nd edition. But when Jim makes a mistake, and gets thrown out, we will support that restaurant. Jim does not expect to make any more of those mistakes, and any framing to deny his patronage is an indication that the owner disagrees with his philosophies of advocate for the poor. This has become a form of division.
Albany County Court’s Judge Roger McDonough Judicial Corruption Rearing Its Hideous Head?

My toy gun conviction by Judge Roger McDonough in September of 2017 has been under investigation for some time by Jim Guccione’s Mafia. McDonough felt he could do that to me and get away with it after Malloy had given me permission to carry and use the toy gun; however, McDonough seems to have based his decision on the grounds of that evidence (the permission) never have been introduced to the court by Angella Kelly because I deliberately never told her. But the crime being defined in his courtroom as “Intent to use the toy gun unlawfully” is a lie in the police report that was fabricated by Officer Murphy of the Colonie Police Department, who is also having police brutality charges placed against him for deliberately cutting off the circulation in my right hand with his “Jezebel torture cuff.” Jim assumes that Angella Kelly, my kind Public Defender in the case, tried to persuade McDonough that Murphy had proudly lied in his multiple-page opinion about me, what he considered to be a “police report,” but she was unsuccessful.

During the proceedings of the case, McDonough threatened me with 4 years in prison if I did not sign a plea bargain that would forfeit my right to an appeal. The validity to the 4 years threat is being investigated by a paralegal and may be further grounds for judicial corruption if that is not the sentence on the books for pulling a toy gun in public with a previous misdemeanor airgun charge.

Troy Police Sgt. Mark Malloy’s gave me illegal advice/permission to carry and use the CO2 pistol. This could be considered premeditated attempted murder, and attempts to place these charges were made with the FBI, Troy DA, NY State Police, and the NY State Attorney General’s Office, no office of which gave any affirmative response.

It is assumed (criminal inference) that Judge McDonough’s handling of my case in Albany County Court indicates he was protecting the DiCarlo’s “whore for sale” and backing the Colonie Police Militia, possibly led by McDonough, to run a sex slave industry at DiCarlo’s.

The Renaissance County Probation Department, denying me the use of their officers’ names in public, permanently denied my trips to NYC by violating my civil right to do door-to-door sales that does not require me to know a client before I contact him. This is a part of what I consider the probation department consistently demanding a slave submission to the face of the officer. These kinds of invalid denials have been issued against me before here, one resulting in an invalid “3-month-limit” cutting with a GPS bracelet.

The fact that Troy DA Joel Aboelawu, 2 weeks after I submitted the charges against Malloy, refused to respond to my plea for help form his office as the only entity to protect a civilian against cop abuse, is an obvious violation on his part. Aboelawu is being considered in the legal council accessories with Malloy’s crime against me.

The charges were relayed to FBI Officer #9229 who never returned any call of interest when I was apparent to him that I had been violated by a Troy cop. This could be considered covering up for Malloy’s crime (accessory to the crime). The charges were also reported to the State Police at the Empire State Plaza on Oct 4, 2018, but he cop there would not process the charges saying they were under the jurisdiction of the Attorney General. So, you see, there was not a single government entity that would help me being having abused by a local cop because they may all have been in on the crime, and it is quite possible this secrecy is due to the police involvement with the Quadruple Homicide in Troy in 2017 as taskmasters of criminals.

Dr. Jeffry Raynate issued a non-validated raise in medication to satisfy a complaint that my public videos had an “escalated mood” but there was nothing wrong with any of the content as was formerly explained. This med change may have been issued to substantiate Malloy’s predicted false defense that my charges against him are delusional. Movies made by Hollywood actors have an escalated mood; therefore, the claim is invalid. Also, Dr. Raynate said months ago that wearing a suit and tie the every day (as I have been doing to represent my business as an artist) is a sign of decompensation which would result in raising or changing my medication or hospitalization, or possibly he implied a Risperidal female injection to grow breasts.

I have been led to believe that Bob Guccione’s bounty hunting office, which dealt both in penal code and white collar crime, had been following my case (and following the past 30 years of my adult life) when I expressed a talent to fight organized crime but was still suffering from the childhood trauma. I actually may have been serving as an undercover agent receiving mental health care and making public statements against crime.
The Heresy of the Jesuit’s Gambino
Claiming The Apostle Paul Was “Gambino Blood”

The Jesuit Priest’s False Prophecy of
Paul the Apostle Being a Gambino

The concept of Paul the Apostle being a Gambino trained by Galileo in the culture of the Jewish people to conquer the Jews for Rome is a Jesuit Priest False Prophecy created as a romantic by the Evil Guccione to get the Gambino girl to love a Gambino boy a righteous man so he would treat her with compassion. This is why I have gone back and forth with David for about 30 years with my Public Official being friends one day and enemies the next while all the while he would do anything to cover up and scapegoat for the Gambino’s hate for me and Paul’s Gambino’s crime against me and my mother. David was always running slaves. Therefore, Paul the Apostle, as he is falsely shown here as a Gambino Roman Centurion, was always who he said he was in the Bible: a Jew of Jewish blood, just like Jesus, NOT a Gambino blood who studied the Jewish culture to conquer it with his romantics for his native Rome to be revived in the Last Days.

Jim says he believes firmly (although he currently has no evidence to prove it) that the Gambino demands respect from the community using romantics like this Paul Being a Gambino to create and maintain a slaves behind the backs of the common man. He says Gambinos go undercover for he FBI as local city cops (such as the NYPD) to create romantics among the officers there so the slave trade can be perpetuated in the ghetto. They would claim they are fighting crime but all among task master the poor. But they could never make me a slave, and David would always claim to be my friend than betray me in a bitter hateful betrayal. Jim said he would do that to David someday because of all the years he spent doing it to me.

Hudson Harbour Filth, Albany NY
Proposal to Close It Down

Expand on topic in journal:
The Stagecoach Coffee Shop located on State Street in downtown Albany had been a common and popular place for coffee and snacks. I have actually been familiar with it for over 20 years since I worked in downtown Albany when I was a young man before the psychiatrist ruined my body.

Unfortunately, the Hudson Harbour has insisted on its sexually deviant and embarrassing advertisements for burlesque shows there. They have recently gone so far as to advertise their business as a “family-oriented affair” when burlesque is commonly known for women masterbating on stage, even worse than the plague of DiCarlo’s, Ciro’s and Shennanigan’s which are only “strip” joints.

The burlesque business has gone back as far as 48 years ago when it was alleged to have been promoted by Paul Gambino who started the wicked Velvet porn magazine after the Mary Guccione Violation of 1971. This was the Evil Gambino’s attempt to mock the Guccione Mafia. Paul then came to terrorize the upstate region and challenge Jim Guccione by promoting his burlesque and blaming Jim for Frank’s father shooting David’s father. But Jim was only 4 years old at the time, so how can Paul blame him? That’s hop stupid Paul is. Proposals and petitions are being made to close down this culturally damaging strip house.
Jim Robinson’s “Betrayal” By the Troy NY Police
A Personal Testimony

In July of 2017, I had consulted with the Troy Police Department concerning the possession of a self-defense weapon to protect my person from robbery or assault. I was counseled by Sgt. Mark Malloy who addressed the question about the gun and its proper use. Malloy had agreed that it was okay for me to carry and use the gun, but he said “I wouldn’t do it.” A few days later I returned to the station to gather further instructions and confirmation about using the gun, and I sealed it with a written document that I submitted to the station indicating “I would be carrying the air gun in the city.”

I had known Sgt. Malloy for about 10 years before 2017 when he was a foot officer in Troy, and I would sometimes see him behind me when I was soul winning. A month or so before the consultation about the gun, I had submitted a logo design for the TPD SWAT team for Malloy for which he paid me my requested $40. But this drawing became a “token of friendship for betrayal” when, after trusting Malloy, I was arrested for carrying and pulling the toy gun with no threat made to me and no one around me in Colonie NY. If Malloy was the “police friend of the poor” he claimed to be, he surely would have counseled me only to pull it in a real threat. I was later convicted of Attempted Criminal Possession of a Weapon (a felony) in the Albany County Court after spending 2 and a half months in jail. Also, as far as I know, the logo was never used for the SWAT uniform patch.

Very often the police department desires the public to show them respect and honor because they “risk their lives on the job and have dedicated themselves to protecting the public.” Still, they have sometimes shown an inability to handle the responsibility of their restraining/assaulting tools, authority and guns, as you will see in this video that was made close to home with a body cam during an APD arrest. The average American in the city risks his life everyday in public with no weapon or authority to defend himself at all.

Interestingly enough, I never had a problem with a cop and I always showed them respect before I had this conflict with Sgt. Malloy. As a matter of fact, I had come to Malloy originally with a desire to be a cop, but the recommendation was to refrain from my goal because of my medical condition.

It is also possible, but only based in my inference and personal testimony, that John Koletas, the Pastor of Grace Baptist Church in Troy, had something to do with this. Pastor Koletas was also a Rensselaer County Court Reporter for over 20 years with connections to law enforcement. He was my pastor for about 25 years.
A Shaolin or a Panther?
Do You Have Time to Make a Split-Second Decision?

When I was a child, the TV series called Kung-Fu starring David Carrigan used to play once a week at my grandparents' house when I would go there to visit. I remember Grasshopper, his bald head and the wisdom of his Sensei. But the one thing that I enjoyed so much about it was the element of learning. Kung Fu gave you something to roll around in your head until next week to see if you could ever resolve it. I never really could. That's what I called Shaolin—it kept you thinking in something like a circle.

These days, in this business (or the development of it for Grace's sake) I find myself thinking about some things in a continual circle, but other times I have to make immediate decisions. Jim Guccione (Gucci 7) would say, "If you have to make a split-second decision then it's probably going to be something violent. There's no reason why you can't carry out a thought unless you have a male dominant forcing you not to." I didn't always agree with Jim however. I thought it was more like that split-second decision was the result of all the other thinking (Shaolin) you had done in the circle. Thus Jim had repeatedly taught me about the evil and dark of Panther—the evil romantic of killing another man to protect an innocent life.

But in 99% of the cases, "killing" was not the answer. You have court systems. I often would try to convince Jim of that and he would start to use my method of getting advice from a lawyer. But he has a short fuse about that. He would rarely "discuss" anything, but he had immediate solutions to just about every problem that came up in his mafia. Thus we had come to the point of confusion surrounding Sgt. Malloy and Pastor Koletas.

Aspiration to be a federal officer: Robinson has had a long-standing goal to be a federal officer who cracks down on cop and other city official crimes, as well as hunt penal code suspects. Jim says, "If you qualify, get your own gun legally. The cops only come afterwards."

Jim had assumed at about his time that the Shaolin went beyond what I could detect, and the Panther was not his style of Panther, so it caused a stalemate. If Jim had to call his Panther an aggressive legal procedure, then he said it wasn't worth his time. No, to Jim Panther was an art of evil and death as administered for capital punishment when the aggressor was being "deathful" to someone else.

So I told Jim to stay out of it with the pastor and sergeant, that I would mediate and solve it myself. And I had decided that just letting the community know what had happened was sufficient. Let them decide. There was no need for legal action here, or slamming my property up. Because if the two of them had deliberately given me a Shaolin lesson, then it was done so well, I thought I was a Panther.
The Cop's .45
Not Quite the Fully Automatic, But It Works

A cop would usually be known for carrying this firearm on his person, and a fully automatic military weapon usually is carried in the truck of the squad car or some other city vehicle. I don't think they have bombs though, but possibly plastic explosives to blast through a steel New Age Kid's door.

Jim Guccione is not out to criticize cops, unless one chooses to be corrupt. I actually wanted to be a cop at one time, but was redirected to the federal office, not because of my intelligence, but because I can draw. I am pretty good with faces, but not very good with names. I've been practicing redrawing an individual's face I just saw briefly. Many artists can do this. In the diagram to the left here, I had looked at this photo several times, and when I went off into the community to DD on Lark, I drew his face from memory. He is a wanted by the FBI according to Google Images.

Some have made claim that the toters of these fully autos are braggarts and have "balloonheads", but that is not the case with me. I am well vested in the romantic of the UZI, and I would be well prepared if the government issued me the micro.

I assumed that a federal officer was expected to be a male dominant over the corrupt cop, of which there could be very few on the force but effective. So he used the UZI, a more powerful fully automatic weapon than the cop .45. But I also understood the federal officer as one of the most kind men—he never mistreated or misjudged a cop.
Romantics of Murder in Lansingburgh, NY?
A Body In a Suitcase In the Hudson River

In July of

Johnny Oquendo

I'll solve the crime myself

Aspiration to be a federal officer: Robinson has had a long-standing goal to be a federal officer who cracks down on cop and other city official crimes, as well as hunt penal code suspects. Jim says, “Get your own gun legally. The cops only come afterwards.”
The Pressure on a Local Cop
Scapegoating and Generalizing Public Servants

It is probably true that many a ghetto boy had heard his mother tell him that “one bad apple ruins the whole bunch.” That’s not true with the local police department, however, because if it was we’d all be slaves.

I would think that the uniform of the police officer to the left is a common presentation to the general public, often associated with a Public Relations Officer who may have to prepare the community for some form of violence (especially the firing of guns). Since a violent criminal’s behavior can be somewhat unpredictable, the police department I imagine will do the best they can to address the public either with media news or some other way before the violence ensues to remove people from the scene.

But just because the majority of the police department has good cops, still I have personally been involved with some that showed signs of taking the opportunity for my case as a time to make me a slave. Troy NY Police’s Conyers, Malloy, Neil, Jones, Cox (some names possibly aliases) and others demonstrated a series of lies or exaggerations and violent behavior towards me that is on record with my dad.

I am sure that certain cops can be trusted, but certain others can not, especially when they have a proven record of some form of abuse of their office. This opposite creates many problems among the people of a community where generally people with more money than others get special treatment, often not only by merchants but also by cops. I can not say for sure that a cop is not the romantic of a taskmaster, much like it was for he Hebrew slaves in Egypt in Bible days, but to a feeble mind he has potential to come across that way. That taskmaster stamp is never removed from a feeble mind. In general, cops have potential to bully the poor who have no access nor knowledge of legal professionals to protect them form corruption by a cop. If you can’t rely on a DA as a public servant, as Joel Abelow may prove you can, then who can you rely on? Most lawyers allegedly charge over $100 an hour just to call you.

Scapegoating and generalizing cop behavior then can become common, as such I would guess a cop claims it makes his job unnecessarily harder. But if a man can’t handle the stress of being a cop with all its factors, then he should move on to another more accommodating job.

Aspiration to be a federal officer: Robinson has had a long-standing goal to be a federal officer who cracks down on cop and other city official crimes, as well as hunt penal code suspects. Jim says, “Get your own gun legally. The cops only come afterwards.”